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1 Introduction 

It is known that systems with large number of degrees of freedom display similar 
behaviour in certain asymptotic regimes independently of numerous microscopic de
tails of the system. In the theory of strongly developed turbulence. this universality 
is connected with long-distance asymptotics of velocity correlation functions. The 
main indication of the universality in the turbulence comes from the well-known Kol
mogorov scaling theory [1) describing the large-scale behaviour of equal-time velocity 
pair correlation function. 

In the present paper we discuss the problem of universality for two models: ( i) 
the model of randomly forced stationary and strongly developed magnetohydrody
namical turbulence (MHD) and (ii) the model of turbulent diffusion of passive scalar 
admixture (PA). After a brief description of the statistical methods used accompa
nied by the functional-integral approach we focus our attention to specific problems 
which are typical of the application of the renormalization group (RG). 

The RG method represents a powerful, general and systematic technique in the 
theory of critical dynamics [2, 3), quantum-field theory or e.g. in· the models of 
polymers. Since 1977 several authors [4)-[7) have applied the RG method to the 
model of randomly stirred fluid. This model describing hydrodynamic systems ran
domly stirred up by forces active at large spatial scales is considered to be close to 
the statistical behaviour of turbulent velocity modes at very high Reynolds numbers 
[8, 9). Here the application of the RG method allows an investigation with minimal 
empirical input and adjustable parameters. 

In hydrodynamics stochastic evolution of the local velocity field v = v(x), x = 
(x, t) of incompressible fluid is described by the Navier-Stokes equation 

N( { v}; [110)) = OtV + ( v. V)v - llo "v2v = f", (1) 

and the incompressibility conditions 

v.v = o, v.J" = o. (2) 

The statistics of vis completely determined by the non-linear equations (1 ), (2) and 
certain assumptions about the statistics of the external large-scale random force f". 
The dissipation term 110 "v2v contains-the parameter of kinematic viscosity 110. 

As in refs. [4)-[7], [10] the random forces are chosen Gaussian with the probability 
distribution having the weight 

exp [ -~ J dx1 J dx2 JJ(x1) [n-1);.(x1 - X2j [YvoD J;(x2)] , (3). 

with the notation: xi = (x;, t), J dxi = J dx; J dt for j = 1, 2; d is the space 
dimensionality. The superscript "v" denotes that f""'v corresponds to the forcing of 
the velocity field. Complete determination of the forcing statistics requires definition 
of the averages 

(JJ(x)J = 0, 

lh<a:..t.:· .. ;.a.lft 1/,..·:aryr' 
fl~JfJi,U IICC.ttl~)J~ , 
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For positive values of the coupling parameter gv
0 

> 0 the distribution function kernel 

d-

D;,(x; [gvoD = gvo o(t) J (:1r;d k4
-d-

2'exp [ ik.x] , (5) 

is a positive-definite ( d x d)-square matrix of the forcing correlation functions, where 
P;,(k) = D;s - k;k,/k2 is a solenoidal second-rank projector, and gv

0 
is the coupling 

parameter. From (5) we see that time correlations of /'11 have the character of white 
noise, while the spatial falloff of the correlations is controlled by the parameter L 

The matrix (5) shows trans)ational invariance and for the value f = 2 becomes 
scale invariant. The value f = 2 is physically most acceptable, since it represents 
the assumption that random forces act at very large scales, which substitutes the 
effect of boundary conditions. The central problem of the f-expansion, i.e the final' 
continuation from E = 0 to sufficiently large E = 2 has been discussed in [11 ]. 

In the studies of statistics of the turbulence the most important measurable 
quantities of interest are N-th order correlation functions 

( v;, (x1)vj2 (x2)vh(x3) · · · VjN(xN) ), 1 ::; j, ::; d, r = 1,2, · · · N. (6) 

In this paper we have applied the RG method along the way initiated in [10]. The 
nature of the method ·adapted from critical dynamics ( e.g. see [31) is a formal map
ping of the stochastic mode~ (5) to a quantum field formulation, which is determined 
by an effective "action" S { v, v•} constructed on the basis of the original stochastic 
problem. This action is a functioAal of the stochastic velocity field v and an indepen
dent transverse auxiliary field v·. Then the correlation functions (6) can be expressed 
as variational derivatives 

oNG (X) 
8AJ', (x1)8AJ'2(x2)My3(x3) ... oAy)xN) 'A•=A•'=0 , 

where the generating functional G is 

(7) 

G(Xv,Xv')= J 'Dv'Dv· exp[S{v,v·} + J d; (Xv.v+Xv'.v')], (8) 

with the effective action 

S{v,v'} = ~/dx1 jdx2{vJvi(x1)D;.(x1 -x2;[gv
0
])v~(x2)} 

+ /dxv·.(-JV({v};[vo])) (9) 

and Xv, Xv· are so called source fields, which are equivalent to the regular external 
forces; 'DiJ'DiJ· is the measure of functional integration over the fields v and v·. Then 
the turbulence_ problem is transferred to calculation of functional integrals. They can 
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be in principle calculated perturbatively by means of the Feynman diagrammatic 
technique, which has been first applied to hydrodynamics by Wyld [12]. 

In the present paper we have studied the universal statistical features of two mod
els. The first is the model of stochastic MHD described by the system of equations 
for the fluctuating velocity and magnetic fields [13, 14] 

JV( {v}; [vol) - (b.V)b = l", (10) 
➔ - - - - - - 2 ➔ rt> 81b+(v.v')b-(b.v')v-vouov' b=f. 

The second model is the statistical model of diffusion of passive admixture (PA) char
acterized by the concentration c(x) in the turbulent environment ( see e.g.[18],[24]) 

JV( { v}; [vol)= J", 
OtC + (v.V)c - VoUov' 2c = j°. (11) 

The statistics of the random forces J1', f° introduced here will be specified later. It 
is a well-known fact that the ·diffusion of the magnetic field and the concentration 
has a different physical nature, therefore in this paper we do not distingush between 
magnetic and passive scalar inverse Prandtl numbers u0 as it can be seen from (10) 
and (11). 

It has been shown[14] that the behaviour of invariant variables corresponding 
to (10) and (11) leads to some common features in both problems in the universal 
Kolmogorov regime [17]. This is mainly due to that in the suitably reparametrized 
stochastic MHD theory the prefactor of the Lorentzian term (b.V)b vanishes at large 
spatial scales, i.e. the Lorentz force in the universal regime "dies out". We have 
compared vector and scalar stochastic models (10) and (11) in the framework of the 
RG double-expansion scheme, which will be specified later. 

For the purposes associated with the 'application of the RG we introduce one
particle irreducible (lPI) Green functions [16]. These functions provide a useful tool 
for the study of RG problems in the theory of the turbulence [10]. For our purposes 
we introduce two types of lPI Green functions r which correspond schematically to 
connected Feynman diagrams with two or three external legs. 

For 3-d stochastic MHD within the one parameter E-expansion scheme· the fol
lowing one-particle irreducible Green functions 

rvv' , fbb' 
' 

fv'bb 

' 
possess superficial ultraviolet (UV) divergences [14]. 

(12) 

A detailed analysis [18] of the renormalization o'f the passive scalar problem has 
shown the presence of superficial divergences in graphs corresponding to the lPI 
Green function 

rc'c 
' 

(13) 

in the case of the f-expansion scheme. 
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Ronis [19] has proposed a double-expansion approach with a simultaneous devi
ation 28 = d - 2 from the spatial dimension d and also a deviation € from the k2 

form of the forcing pair correlation function proportional to k2- 25- 2,. This work deals 
purely with an incompressible Navier-Stokes system and is based on the fact that 
at d = 2 a new divergent lPI Green function rv'v' occurs. The main conclusion of 
the paper cited is that final prediction for the averaged energy dissipation composite 
operator is not trivial. 

Of special relevance to the our investigation is the paper of Honkonen and Nal
imov [20], which is in particular a critical response on the work of Ronis [19]. The 
essence of the argument used in [20] is that a non-local term 

Jdd- Jdd- ...,(_ t) ...,(_ ) J ddk k2-25-2: ['k_ (_ - )] X1, X2 V X1, V X2,t (21r)d exp i . X1 -X2 

is not renormalized and counter terms removing the divergences must always be 
local in space and time. The paper [20) contains not only the criticism of incorrectly 
applied renormalization, but puts forward a constructive proposal how to remove 
correctly the divergences by means of the local counter term iJ''72iJ'. 

Inspired by the study [201, we present here a generalized treatment of the models 
( 10) and ( 11). In these theories the nonlocal terms of the action 

d-

Jdd- Jdd- b-'(- t)b-'(- t) J d k k2-2s-2a, [·k_(_ -)] X1 X2 Xi, . X2, (21r )d exp i . X1 - X2 (14) 

Jdd - Jdd - ·,(_ t) '(- t) J ddk k2-25-2a, [ "k_ (_ - )] . X1 X2 C Xi, C X2, (21r)d exp i . X1 - X2 (15) 

(where a free parameter a is used to control the power form of magnetic and passive 
scalar forcings) requires the presence of analytic counter terms yroportional to 

b''72 b', c''\72 c'. ( 16) 

The next section starts from the quantum field functional formulation of the 
problem of the turbulence for MHD. Such a formulation is suitable for the a~alysis 
based on the RG, which is described in detail in the third section. In the fourth 
section the RG analysis has been applied to the statistical theory of diffusion of PA 
in a turbulent environment. Finally the conclusions are presented, and the models 
are compared. The systematic classification of the RG fixed points (FP) and stability 
regions of different scaling regimes are presented in Appendices I and IL A useful 
methodological guide the reader can find in Appendix III, where the extraction of 
superficial divergences from the function rc'c' is presented. 

2 Functional model of stochastic MHD 

Let us consider the model (10) supplemented by the forcing statistics 

(JJ(x1)f!(x2)) = 0, 
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(JJ(xi)J;(x2)) = uovgDjs(X1-x2;[l,gv10,9v20]) 

( JJ(xi)J!(x2)) = u~ vg Dis (x1 - x2; [a,9b10,9b20]) , (17) 

where the correlation matrix 

D;s (x; {A, B, C}) J ddk _ [ _ ] 
li(t1 - t2) (

2
1r)d Pj,(k)exp ik.i 

X [B k'i-25-2A, + C k2] ( 18) 

is determined by the parameters A, Band C. Transversality of JJ(x),J;(x), is a 

consequence of the equations V.v = V.b = O); The matrix Dis reflects a detailed 
intrinsic statistical definition of forcing, whose consequences are deeply discussed 
in [22]. The necessity to introduce a combined forcing, and also to include the 
additional couplings (9v2,9b2) in order to obtain multiplicatively renormalizable 2-d 
stochastic MHD is absent in the traditional formulation of stochastic hydrodynamics. 
The definition (18) includes two principal - low- and high-wave number - scale 
kinetic forcings separated by a transition region at the vicinity of the characteristic 
wavenumber of order O([gv10 /gv2o]t). In the language of classical hydrodynamics the 
forcing contribution ex k2 corresponds to the appearence of large eddies convected 
by small and active ones. In analogy with (9) the stochastic MHD system can be 
described by the field-theoretical action 

SMHD 1 J J = 2 dx1 dx2 

{ Uo vg v;(x1 )Djs (x1 - x2; [l,9vI0,9v20]) v;(x2) + 

+ u~v0
3bj(xi)Dj,(X1 -x2;[a,gb10,9b20]) b~(x2)} + 

+ J dx v'. (-JV( { iJ}; [v0]) + (b.V)b) 

+ b'. (-Bib+ u0 Vo '72b + (b. V)iJ - (ii. V)b) ( 19) 

From previous work we know that this action containing non-analytic terms (here 
proportional to constants 9vIO, 9brn) needs the introduction of two new terms (pro
portional to 9v20 and 9b20)- All dimensional constants 9v10, 9bIO, 9v20 and 9b20, which 
control the amount of randomly injected energy given by ( 17), ( 18), play the role of 
coupling constants of the perturbative expansion. Their universal values have been 
determined after the parameters E, ti have been choosen to give the desired power 
form of forcing and desired dimension. In addition to this for ti = ½ one can obtain 
the action at 3d. 

For the convenience of further calculations the factors vJu0 and vJu~ including the 
"bare" (molecular) viscosity v0 and the "bare" (molecular or microscopic) magnetic 
inverse Prandtl number u0 have been extracted. 
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3 Calculation of the fixed points 

Let us summarize the main points of the RG procedure, which we have used. The 
general properties of applied methods and perturbative techniques are described 
elsewhere [16]. 

The model (19) is renormalizable by the standard power-counting rules, and 
for 6 -> 0, l -> 0, d -> 2 possesses the divergences (12) and also additional UV 
divergences rv'v', fb'b' typical of d = 2. In the diagrammatic representation the 
one-loop contribution to these functions looks as follows 

½ 'r-----7 ~• + ½ v_)-\' ~ 'H·v 
btl' 

V V 

vilv + vdv 
V v' b b' 

b,Ch + 
b~ b b' 

b' b b b b' b 

~~~ v + v' b v + v' b v + 
b b b' b b' b 

' b 

v~k 
V b 

V b 
~ 

+ v'' ~~ 
v' b 

v' b 

+ ~ 
v''~ 

v' b 

In the framework of the quantum-field RG the computing of these Feynman 
diagrams includes: 

1. the association of cubic terms of (19) with the vertices L< ~ , ~ ~ , 
L< i of the diagrams; • 

2. the association of the elements of the fre~ propagator fl with the internal dia
grammatic lines~, fL._l!_, ~, Q____Q__. 

The free propagator A calculated from the quadratic part of (19) has the matrix 

6 

structure 

0 fl vv' 
JS 

( ~L 0) (0 0 ·~ 0) ~bb' 0 0 0 ~ 
A;. 0 0 

= flVV 6' = V~ IO Vj Vs O (20) 
JS 0 JS 

~b'b fl~b O b~ 0 ~ 0 JS 0 JS 

with the elements 

vv'(k- ) fl;. , t ~'J:V(-k, -t) = 0{t) P;s(k) exp[-v0 k2t], (21) 
bb' -fl;.(k,t) b'b - - [ 2 ] fl;. (-k, -t) = 0(t) P;s(k) exp -u0v0k t 

fl'J~(k, t) 1 - s 
2 Uo v~ P;s(k) ( 9vto k-2•-2 + 9v20) exp [-vk21tl] 

bb -fli,(k, t) 
1 - . 
-uo v~ Pjs(k) (gbIO k-2a•-20 + 9b20) exp [-uvk21tl] 
2 . 

The superscripts vv', bb', v'v, b'b, bb, vv in (21) correspond to notation of the lines 
of diagrams; 0(t) is the usual step function. 

Having in mind that we need to calculate only divergences of diagrams and we 
are not interested in their fi;ite parts, we performed (i) the integration over the 
internal time of diagrams (see Appendix III); (ii) the integration over the internal 
wave-numbers of diagrams with noninteger dimensionality 2 + 26 (dimensional reg
ularization); (iii) _the extraction of the poles 

{
l 1 . 1 1 } 

Poles s,, = linear combination of terms 8, ~• 2€ + 6' (a+ 1 )l + 6 ' (22) 

(for 6-> 0, l-> 0) in agreement with the general minimal subtraction scheme [23]. 
After the ultr~violet divergences have been removed, the continuation back to 

the original or "physical" values 6 -> ½, l-> 2, (d-> 3) is possible. 
The UV divergences can be removed by adding suitable counter terms to the basic 
• SMHD b . d f (19) b h b . . 2' - 25 act10n 8 , o tame rom y t e su st1tv.t10n: 9vIO -> µ 9vI, 9v20 -> µ 9v2, 

9b10-> µ2a'9bI, 9b20-> µ- 25gb2, Vo-> v, uo-> u whereµ is a scale setting parameter 
having the same canonical dimension as the wave number. 

The original form of S}:lH0 implies the counter terms 

s~o~nter = J dx [v (1 - Zi) v''v2 V + UV (l - Z2) b'\12 b + 

+ ~ ( Z4 - l)uv3gv2 µ- 25 v''v2v' +~(Zs - 1) u2v3gb2 µ- 20 b''v2b' + 

+ (1 - Z3) v'(b.V) b] , (23) 

determined to cancel the superficial UV divergences of the Green functions. 
Within the ultraviolet renormalization the divergences appearing in the form of 

a Laurent series in (22) are contained in the constants Z1 , Z2 , Z4 , Zs renormalizing 
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,j 
!1 
'I Id, 

:i 
l 

the "bare" parameters e0 and the constant Z3 renormalizing the fields b, b'. Their 
general form is 

Z;=l-Poless,<, j=l,2···5. (24) 

Due to the Galilean invariance of action (19) the fields v', v are not renormalized. 
A property essential for application of the RG method is that the counter terms 

(23) can be chosen in a form containing a finite number of terms of the same algebraic 
structure as the terms of the action (19). Then all UV divergences of diagrams may 
be eliminated by a redefinition of the parameters of the original theory. 

Renormalized Green functions are expressed i~ terms of the renormalized para
meters 

9vl 

9bl 
V 

9v10 µ- 2
< z; Z2, 9v2 = 9v20 µ20 Z; Z2Z;1

, 

9h10 µ- 2
a< Z1Zi z;1, 9b2 = 9h20 µ26 Z1Zi z;1 Zs1, 

vaZ;-1, u = u0 Z21Z1 (25) 

appearing in the renormalized action SJ'.t0 = S~HD - s~o~nter connected with the 
action (19) by the relation of multiplicative renormalization 

MHD { - - -, -, } MHD { - - ½ -, -, -½ } SR v,b,v,b e =S v,bZ3 ,v,bZ3 ,e0 • 

The renormalized action SR, which depends on the renormalized parameters e(µ), 
yields renormalized Green functions without UV divergences. The RG is mainly 
concerned with the prediction of the asymptotic behavior of correlation functions 
expressed in terms of anomalous dimensions ,; by the use of f3 functions, both 
defined via differential relations 

· olnZi 8g . _ 
/j = µ~Jo, (Jg=µ a)o' with g = {gv1,9v2,9bl,9b2,u}, (26) 

where the subscript "0" refers to partial derivatives taken at fixed bare values of e0 • 

Using the RG routine the anomalous dimensions ,;(gv, gb, gv2) can be extracted 
from one-loop diagrams. The definitions (26) and expressions (25) for d = 2 + 28 
yield 

/3gvl = 9vl (-2t: + 2,1 + ,2), /3gv2 = 9v2 (28 + 2,1 + /2 - 14), 

/3gbl = 9bl (-2 at+ ,1 + 2,2 - 13)' /3gb2 = 9b2 (28 + ,1 + 2,2 - /3 - ,s) 
f3v. - u ( ,1 - ,2). (27) 

The partial derivative with respect to µ in (26) generates 8 and t: - dependent terms 
which cancel some "mixed" poles of the type (22). As a consequence a finite result 
can be written 

1 1 9v - 9b ,1 = 327r (_u 9v + 9b) , 12 = S1r ~ , 

(28) 

/3 
1 l61r(gb-gv), "f4=_l_ug;+gl 

327f 9v2 
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where the notation 9v =: 9v1 + 9v2, 9b = 9b1 + 9b2 has been used. Calculations also 
show that there are no divergences in fb'b' in one loop approximation and therefore 

,s = 0, Zs= 1, (29) 

which is a specific property of two-dimensional MHD. 
Correlation functions of the fields are expressed in terms of scaling functions of 

the variable s = k, s E (0, 1). Then the asymptotic behaviour and the universality 
µ • 

of MHD statistics stem from the existence of a stable FP. The continuous RG trans-
formation is an operation linking a sequence of invariant parameters g(s) determined 
by the Gell-Mann Law equation 

ag( 
5

) = (39 (g( s)) with the abbrevation g = {"!fv1, 9v2, 9b1, 9b2, IT} , (30) 
dins 

where the scaling variables parametrizes the RG flow with initial condition_s "!fls=I = 
g ( the critical behaviour corresponds to infrared limit s -+ 0). The expression of the 
f3(g(s)) function is known in the framework of the 8, t: expansion (see Eqs.(28) and 
also (27) ). The FP g*(s -+ 0) satisfies a system of equations /39 (g*) = 0, while a 
stable FP, weakly dependent on initial conditions, is defined by positive definiteness 
of the real part of the matrix n = (8/39 /8g)l 9 •. In other words, a FP is stable if all 
the trajectories g( s) in its vicinity approach the FP. 

The initial conditions "!fls-1 = g of the equations (30), dictated by a micromodel, 
are insufficient since our aim is the large-scale limit of statistical theory, where g• = 
"!fls-o• The RG fixed point is defined by the equation 

/3( g*) = 0. (31) 

For g( s) close to g• we obtain a system of linearized equations 

(1 s d~ - n) (g- g*) = 0, (32) 

where I is (5 x 5) unit matrix. Solutions of this system behave like g = g• + O(s·\1) 
if s -+ 0. The exponents Aj are the elements of the diagonalized matrix Qdiag = 
( >. 1, >.2 , )..3 , >.4 , )..5 ) and can be obtained as roots of the characteristic polynomial 
Det(n - >.I). The positive defineteness of n represented by the conditions Rei(>.) 2 
0,j = 1, 2, ... 5 is the test of the infrared asymptotical stability of discussed theory. 

Within the approach discussed above we have fou~d a nontrivial stable kinetic 
FP [25] of the RG with the universal inverse Prandtl number 

• v'IT-1 
u = 

2 
'.::::'. 1.562 , 

the values of the coupling parameters 

• 64 1r t: (2t: + 38) • 647r t:2 

9v1 = 9 u* t: + 8 , 9v2 = g u* 8 + l (33) 
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l 
'/ 
' l, 
Ii 

j 

l, 
,1 

1 

and 
9b1 = 9b2 = o. 

The values of g;1 and g;2 correspond to those found previously in (20]. 
Detailed numerical calculations have shown that the region of stabilityof the 

kinetic FP is limited by the values of the parameter a :S 1.42 independently of the 
value of 8 = b/c 

The results obtained for magnetic FP (e.g. for all possible FP's, where u* = 0 ) 
differ from those obtained in previous work (13, 14] with respect to the stability of 
the scaling regimes. We have arrived at the conclusion that the double expansion 
method leads to anunstable magnetic regime. Al1 the FP's are listed in Appendix I. 

4 Stability of kinetic scaling with passive admix
ture 

Let us suppose that the transport of PA in the turbulent environment is characterized 
by the system of equations (11). A similar model was studied in (18], but here, as in 
the previous section, we introduce more complex forcing with the correlation function 

2 3 

(fc(xi)f°(x2)) = (;: l) Djj(X1 - x2; [a, l,gcµ- 2
(a,+s)]). (34) 

where 9c is a coupling parameter. The PA theory also can by transformed to a field 
theory with the basic action 

s;A = ~ J d X1 J d X2 

{ 
3 I ( [ 2< -25]) I 

Uo v0 vj(xi)Djs X1 - x2; l,gv1 µ ,9v2 µ v.(x2) 

+ 1 2 3 '( ) D ( . [ 1 -2(a,+s)] ) '( ) } d _ l u V c X1 jj X1 - X2, a, , gcµ c x 2 

+ j dx { c' [ -81c + uv"v2c - (v.V)c] + v'. [-N( {v}; [v])] } , (35) 

containing the parameters u, ·v, 9vl, 9v2, 9c, a (the notation is compatible with the 
previous section). Then the counter terms to the basic action are 

s~~unter = J dx [v (1 - Zi) v'\72 V + UV (1 - Z2) c'\7
2 

C 

+ ~ ( Z4 - l )uv3 9v2 µ - 25 v'V2v' (36) 

+ ~ ( Zs - 1) u2v3gc µ- 2(a,+s) c'V2c'] . 
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J 
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All the UV divergences (13) are present in the one-particle irreducible Green func
tions rvv', rec', rv'v', rc'c'. Their one loop diagrams are 

0, :Q-+;, 
C C CC 

v-Q;v cP 
C 

Having performed the standard calculation of Z1 , Z2 , Z4 , Z5 , we have found the 
system of one loop (3 functions corresponding to the model (35) 

f3vl = 9vl (-2t:+,2+2,1), 
f3c = 9c (2 al+ 2 b - 1s), 

where the 11 , 12 , 13 functions are 

9v 

f3v2 = 9v2 (2b + /2 + 2,1 - 14), 

f3u = U ( /1 - /2) , 

U9v 
'

1 = 321r, ,2=81r(u+l)' 
ug~ 

14 = 327r9v2 

and 9v = 9vl + 9v2· In contrast with (29) we have found 

(37) 

(38) 

Zs= 1 -As, As= U [ 9vl + 9c9vI + 9v2 _ 9c9v2] (39) 
l6gc1r(u+l) b+(l+a)t: t: at: b 

with non-zero 

15 
= 9v ( 9c + l ) 

81rgc( u + l )" 
( 40) 

The solution of the system of equations f3v, = f3v2 = f3c = f3u = 0 with the aid of 
(37), (38) yields for the kinetic FP the same g;1 , 9;2 , u• as in (33) and 

g; = ( 3a + 38 - 1)-1
. ( 41) 

We remind again that 8 = b / t:. The calculation of the n matrix ( up to the CJ( t:) 
order) at this fixed point yields 

[2diag = l ( ~(-1 + 3a + 38) 17 - v1'f 4 + 38 ± ✓-8 - 128 + 982 ) 
3 . ' 12 ' 3 · (42) 

From this expression we see that the region of stability of the-kinetic FP is a ?: ½ - 8 
for 6?: 0. · 

A classification of remaining fixed points of the PA problem is presented in Ap
pendix II. 

5 Conclusions 

In the present work we have investigated and compared properties of two models, 
which display similar asymptotic behaviour: stochastic magnetohydrodynamics and 
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diffusion of passive admixture in a turbulent environment. We have constructed field 
theoretical actions corresponding to the original stochastic problems. The actions 
are shown to be multiplicatively renormalizable for d 2='. 2. We have constructed an 
expansion of both models in two dimensionless parameters: the deviation of the space 
from two and the deviation of the exponent of the powerlike correlation functions of 
stochastic forcing from the logarithmic value. 

The principal consequences of the renormalizability conditions are (i) more com
plex form of the action (20] or alternatively (ii) more complex forcing correlation 
function (22] including large and small scale terms (18). 

The results emphasize the. sensitivity on the expansion strategy in many aspects. 
The double-expansion scheme with very complex structure of FP's has revealed some 
essential differences between transport of vector (MHD) and scalar (PA) species in 
turbulent velocity field. In the framework of the MHD model we have found only 
one stable kinetic FP corresponding to the known Kolmogorov scaling. The expected 
magnetic regime is unstable. At d = 2 diagrams of rb'b' are superficially divergent by 
power counting. However, calculations have shown that the one-loop contribution to 
rb'b' vanishes. Contrary to this, the model of PA yields non-zero function rc'c' even 
in the one-loop order. An open question is, whether the higher order corrections 
would generate essential changes to the picture of stability of the MHD model. 

An important question is the physical relevance of the models discussed. A per
haps oversimplified idea would be to consider the resu.lts of the double-expansion 
scheme physically suitable to describe the quasi two dimensional (2 < d < 3) turbu
lent flows of the atmospheric and oceanografic systems and the more complex action 
(35) should describe a random spreading of pollutants in the turbulent atmosphere. 

The most relevant physical picture of the turbulence is related to the kinetic FP. 
The next short table summarizes the information about the regions of stability of 
the kinetic FP obtained using different expansion schemes. 

theory Regions of stability 
double expansion t-expansion 

MHD a< 1.42 a< 1.15 (14] 
PA a> 1/3 - 8 a> 2/3 [24] 

From this table we see that the character of inequality (i.e < or >) remains the same 
despite the small differences of the boundary parameters. The universal values of 
the inverse Prandtl numbers ( the same for both the models) 

common inverse Prandtl number 
double expansion I t-expansion 

MHD and SPC u* = 1.561 (25] I u* = 1.393 (18, 14] 

exhibit an agreement with the general formula [26] obtained using E- expansion 
scheme 

u*(d) = ~ [-l + ✓l + 8(dd+2)] 

12 

After the substitution d.= 2, d = 3 we obtain the numerical values 

u*(2) = 1.561, u*(3) = 1.393 

which are consistent with the previous table. A remarkable feature of the results 
corresponding to expansion schemes applied and also a common feature of the m~dels 
investigated is that the asymptotical stability of the kinetic FP is qualitatively not 
very sensitive to the way of the energy injection. We hope that all possibilities of 
perturbative RG are not drained off from afar and our work will have a stimulating 
influence on the development more eludicated expansion procedures. 

M.Hnatich is grateful to D.I.Kazakov and to director D.V.Shirkov for hospitality 
at the Laboratory of Theoretical Physics, JINR, Dubna. This work was supported 
by Slovak Grant agency for science (grant 2/550/96). 

Appendix I: Classification of fixed points of sto
chastic MHD . 

In this Appendix we review all the FP corresponding to MHD. For unstable fixed 
points we use an abbreviation (U.l-U.12), whereas the stable ones ( but unphysical, 
i.e. when at least one fixed parameter is negative) we denote as (S.1-S.2). Our 
investigation was made for the region of the parametric space, where a ~ 0, 8 = 
8 / t ~ 0 and E ~ 0. We have fully excluded the complex fixed points from our 
consideration. When possible, we have tried to express the FP and the full structure 
of the diagonalized fl-matrix in the most general form. In some cases, however, due 
to very complicated algebraic structure of the expressions obtained, we were forced 
to investigate the asymptotic stability only numerically. 
U.1: 

U.2: 

U.3: 

U.4: 

9:1 = 0, 9;2 = 0, 9b1 = 0, 9b2 = 0, u*is free parameter, 
diag _ - -n - 2t(0, 8, 8, -a, -2). 

9:1 

u* 

o, 9:2 = -4ir( 1 ± V17)t 3, 9;1 = o, 9b2 = o, 
-1 ± Vl7 

2 

9:1 = 16ir t, 9:2 = 0, 9;1 = 0, 9b2 = 0, u* = 0, 
[!diag = t(±2,5+28,2(1+8),5-2a). 

9:1 
f!diag 

0, 9;2 = -16ir 8 t, 9bi = 0, gb2 = 0, u* = 0, 

= 1:(±28, -38, -(2a + 58), -2(1 + 8)). 
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U.5: 

U.6: 

U.7: 

U.8: 

U.9: 

9:1 = 

• • l61r8€ • • 961r8€ • 
9v1 = 0, 9v2 = -

1
-1-, 9bl = 0, 9b2 = - 1-1-, U = 0, 

d" - - 2 - 15 - 13 -n ,ag = €(-28 -2(a + o) --(11 + 28) -0 -o). 
' '11 '11'11 

9:1 = o, 9:2 = -641r 8 f, 9b1 = o, 9b2 = -641r 8 f, u· = o, 
d. - - - - -n iag = 2(-0, -o, 58, -( 1 + 20), -(.a+ o) ). 

• 0 • 32 ' u* + 5 9v1 = ' 9v2 = - 7rof---- , (u*) 2 +Su•+ 7 

• • - (u*)2 +u*-4 • 
9b1 = 0, 9b2 = 32,rOf( )2 S 7, U ~ -2.72816. 

u• + u• + 

9:1 = 
1r(ll + 248 + 482)t • 1r(5 + 282)t 

' 1 + 8 ' 9
v

2 = 1 + 8 ' 

9b1 0, 9;2 = 81r(5 + 28) E, u* = 0. 

-8,r(.53 + 1,568 + 15382 + .5483 )t 

27(1 + 8) 2 

• 81r(59 + 1808 + 17182 + 5483 )€ 
9v2 = 27(1 + 8)2 

9
b

1 
= o, 

9
b
2 
= 161r( 19 + 398 _+ 1s8

2 
)t, u· = o. 

9(1 + o) 

U.10: 

9:1 
81r - ~ - -

0, 9:2 = -11(38a + 818 ± 9V 20a2 + 76ao + 8lo2)E, 

9b1 = 
16,r - ~ - -

~ 11(26a + 458 ± 5V 20a2 + 76ao + 8lo2)t, 

9b2 = 
161r(19 + 398 + 1s82 )t • 

- ' u = o. 
9(1 + o) 

U.11: 

u*+5 (u•)2+u*-4 
9:1 = 0, 9:2 = 32,raf ( )2 8 7 , 9;1 = -321rat ( )2 8 7 , 9b2 = 0, u• + u• + u• + u• + 

14 

where u* is the real and positive root of equation 

(u*)3a + 2(8 - a)(u*) 2 
- (lla + 245)u* - 705 - 44a = 0. 

U.12: 

• _ rn(ll + 12a - 4a2 + 368 - 8a8) • _ t1r(2a - 5)2 • _ (
5 2 

) 
9v1 - - , 9v2 - - , 9b1 - 8E1r - a , 

1+0 1+0 
9b2 = o, u· = o. 

S.1: 

• = 8rn(2 + 35)(1 - 07) • = 8t1r(l - 07) • = O • = O 
9v1 9(l + 8) , 9v2 9(l + 5) , 9b1 , 9b2 , 

u* = -1- 07 
2 

The point ·is stable in the region a < 0. 7 4. 
S.2: 

* 8rn(53 -162a + 17la2 - 54a3 
- 68 + 18a8) 

9vl = 27(1+8)(a-1) 

9:2 
8t1r(-59 + 180a - 17la2 + 54a3

) 

27(1 + 8)(a -1) 

* l6t1r(-19 + 39a - 18a2) • • 
9b1 = 9( a _ 1) , 9b2 = 0, u = - 7 + 6a. 

For this fixed point we have found that the interval of stability of the critical regime 
is 0.5 ::; a ::; 0. 73. 

Appendix II: Classification of stochastic fixed 
points for PA. 

These are FP of PA (we use the notation of the previous Appendix): 
U.1: 

U.2: 

9;1 = 0, 9;2 = 0, g; = 0, u* = free parameter, 

ndia.q = t(O, 28, 2(a + 8), -2). 

9:1 = 0, 9;2 = -41r(l ± v'17)t8, 9; = -~ u• = -1 ± 07 
_ 2a + 3o' 2 ' 

ndiag - =r:2078 -
t(-28, 

1 
± 

07
, -(2 =f 38), 2a + 38). 
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I 
I 

l 
I' 
!' 

I 

U.3: 

U.4: 

* 0 * 16 c * b * 0 9vl = , 9v2=- 7ruf, 9c=----, U =, a+ 25 
S1diag = t:(±28, -2(1 + 8), 2(a + 28)). 

9:1 

S1diag 

* * 1 * l67rf, 9v2 = 0, 9c = -, U = 0, 
-1 +a+ 5 

t:(±2, 2(1 + 8), 2(-l +a+ 8)). 

An alternation of the signes of the kinetic FP ( 41) gives a non-physical analog which 
is stable: 
S.1: 

* 9vl 
87rf (1 - ffi)(2 + 38) * 81r t:(1 - ffi) * 1 

9(1+8) ,gv2 = 9(1+8) ,gc=(-l+3a+38)' 

* u 
1 + v'17 

2 

S1diag (
2(-1+3a+38) 4+38±,/-8-128+982 17+../i.7) 

t: ·3 ' 3 ' 12 . 

and the interval of Kolmogorov scaling stability is a ~ ½ - 8. 

Appendix III: Superficial UV divergences of the 
f • r I I unction cc. 

In this appendix we present some details of calculation of the renormalization con
stant Zs from (39). We start from the expression for the one loop contribution to 
the function rc'c', which is given by the Feynman integral 

j (i:;d 1: di flcc(q- k, t)fl'j~(k, t)(iqj)(iqs), (43) 

where fl'J~ is the same as in the (21) and llcc(k,t) propagator is 

I:),_ cc( k, t) = iuv2 ( µ2a<k-2<a-25 + µ-25 9c) exp [-uvk21tJ] . (44) 

The time integration and the trace over the indices j, s yields 

rc'c' - U21/3_ J dd k (k.ij)2-q2k2 
1-loop{q~ - 2 (21r)d k2 [k2 + u(k - q')2] 

( 45) 

( 2<k-2<-25 + -25 ) ( 2a<lk- _ ;;1-2a<-25 + -25g) 
X µ 9vl µ 9v2 µ qi µ c · 
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The transformation of ( 45) into the spherical ( k, r.p) coordinates 

- d- 1+25 k.q=kqcosr.p, r.pE(0,21r), kE<0,oo>, dk=k dkd<P (46) 

and the separation of the quadratic in q part leads to 

- l a2 c'c' I U21/3 100 dk ( -45 25 
rs= 2 8q2rl-loop(q) q-o =. 81r(u + l) µ T µ k 9v29c (47) 

+ µ2,(l+a)k-2[5+<(1+a)]gvl + µ2(,-5)k-2'gc + µ2(a,-o)k-2a,
9

v2). 

This integral diverges logarithmically as 5 --+ 0 and t --+ 0. The limits of integration 
< 0,µ > have been omitted in (47), since integration does not lead to divergences 
for small It. Further, in agreement with the general rules of the minimal subtraction 
method [23], we use the convention 

1
00 dk l • 

µa µ kI+a = ~• as Q--+ 0 ( 48) 

and find 

Poles o,< [rs]= u2v3gcAs, (49) 

with As given by (39). Consequently, since the action (35) includes the term c!'v2c! 
multiplied by the prefactor u2v3gc, the expression for Zs can be expressed as (39) 

Zs= 1 - As. (50) 

A differentiation with respect to µ with fixed bare parameters gives the recurrent 
relation for ')'s = 8lnZs/8lnµJo (see (40) ). 
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